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Seminar Aims

• To consider available data and information in the 
context of self evaluation

• To consider mechanisms for benchmarking and 
gathering own data sustainably and consistently with 
own quality objectives, context and scope

• Develop awareness of data and metrics used 
elsewhere- nationally, internationally and utilising 
EQAVET toolkits

• To share insights and perspectives with colleagues

What data? What evidence?



• Looks at effectiveness, and enhancement

• Assists in meeting responsibilities- in managing quality and in 
the provision of programmes leading to awards in the NFQ

• Informs decision making

• Uses indicators- peer, external, qualitative and quantitative

• Metrics might include 
• Enrolment profiles
• Completion- including awards achieved
• Destinations of learners, outcomes as experienced
• Participation information
• Inputs- staffing numbers

• Involves a team- internally

• Results in a published report

Self Evaluation



Workshop 1

Vision, mission and QA are inextricably linked

What do you hope your QA will assure?

• Better teaching?

• Better teaching and learning?

• Moving the dial from access to success?

• Employment led learning?

• Coherent and accountable integrated service?

Blue skies- reclaiming the  space!



• How best to exploit diverse data sources?

• What infrastructure do you need?

• What data do you want?

programmes, awards, learners, inputs, outcomes?

• Validity- how do we know that the data we collect will 
validly inform our evaluation of the effectiveness of what 
we do? 

• Will it tell us whether we are doing the ‘right’ things?

• Who wears the ‘data hat’? Data proofing?

Feedback from tables

Workshop (1)



Serving its purpose, sustainably

The purposes of self evaluation

Targeting improvement planning

• What data assists?

• How is it collected individually within ETBs?

• Can anything be done cross sectorially?

• How best to embed the collection of data within 
existing structures in sustainable ways?

Feedback, Q&A, next steps

Workshop (2)



Next steps-

a report of outcomes

planning for Autumn (full team ahead!)

opening out seminars?

willingness/capacity to tackle one data area and 
share progress over 2016?

wraparound activities

Close



‘We often see things as we are, not as they are’

Anais Nin

Thank you!


